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a series of pre-implantation embryo models to investigate the morphological changes in an early human embryo and to determine possible relationships between the morphology,
embryology and biochemistry. Morphologically and/or biochemically abnormal human blastocysts were found in 5.1% of fresh blastocysts and 4.6% of frozen/thawed blastocysts. A

semi-quantitative ICSI-based scoring system was developed for the preimplantation embryo. All blastocysts were assigned an appropriate score and a risk score for impaired
embryo development. Compared with biochemical markers, the risk of being abnormal was significantly higher for embryos scored as having either fragmented or poor

morphology. Moreover, embryos that scored either poor or fragmented were less likely to be biochemically abnormal. Finally, the average total number of oocytes used to produce
a good-quality embryo was significantly higher in the nonbiochemically abnormal group. These results show that preimplantation human embryo models may provide insights on

the developmental processes of embryos and the likely outcome of their development. In particular, the occurrence of one or more aberrant features in the embryo/blastocyst after
ICSI indicates a lower developmental potential. This may be particularly important in ART patients with some degree of early embryo dysfunction, where a poor correlation
between the in vitro embryo development, histology and biochemical markers has previously been noted.Q: Arrays in Postgresql I'm learning SQL now and I stumbled upon
something I don't understand: Why don't we use arrays in PostgreSQL? Table: CREATE TABLE rows ( id SERIAL PRIMARY KEY, rowsARRAY[] ) INSERT INTO rows(rowsARRAY[])

VALUES (ARRAY[1,2,3]); SELECT id, rowsARRAY FROM rows; Results in: (1 row) SELECT id, rowsARRAY FROM rows; id
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